Development of a screening tool to assess dehydration in hospitalized older population: a diagnostic, observational study.
dehydration is a frequent condition in older people and is associated with an increased risk of negative health outcomes. In order to adopt strategies to prevent complications, an early recognition of this status is of primary importance. For this reason, a comprehensive assessment tool to monitor hydration status in older people could be useful. to develop a screening tool to detect dehydration in older people in hospital settings. this is a diagnostic, observational study. The new tool is a modified version of the Geriatric Dehydration Screening Tool (GDST), integrated with seven questions and two clinical signs based on updated literature. We tested the new tool with people aged 65 or over. We used as reference standard serum osmolarity. Cronbach's alpha was used to measure the tool's reliability and subscales. We calculated the Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) to choose the cut-off that gave the best balance between sensibility and specificity. 127 patients participated in the study. The reliability of the new GDST was acceptable (Cronbach's alpha 0.63). The diagnostic accuracy, measured with AUC analysis, was 0.83 ± 0.04, p 0.0001 95% CI 0.72-0.87. The best cut-off value was 6 and showed a sensibility of 78%, specificity of 70%. Tongue dryness proved to be the most significant clinical sign associated with poor hydration status (AUC 0.78; p 0.0001, 95% CI 0.69-0.86). The new GDST presented an acceptable reliability and diagnostic accuracy that increased with the assessment of some items, such as tongue dryness. This is the first screening tool that presents a promising cut-off value.